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Status of this Memo10
11

This document proposes an HTTP-based mechanism for delivering IPP notification.  The12
intent is for this document to become a Printer Working Group (PWG) DRAFT.13

14
Abstract15

16
The IPP notification specification [ipp-ntfy] requires the availability of one or more17
delivery methods for dispatching notification reports to interested parties.  This document18
describes the semantics and syntax of a protocol that a delivery method may use to19
deliver IPP notifications using HTTP for a transport.20
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1. Introduction34

IPP printers that support IPP notification either a) accept, store, and use notification35
subscriptions to generate notification reports and implement one or more delivery36
methods for notifying interested parties, or b) use the services of a Notification Delivery37
Service to perform some of these tasks.  An IPP printer or a Notification Delivery Service38
may use the protocol specified in this document to send IPP notification reports over39
HTTP to a notification recipient.40

41
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2. Model and Operation42

The HTTP-Based IPP Notification Protocol, hereafter referred to as HTTP notification43
protocol, is a client/server protocol.  The ‘client’ in this relationship invokes operations44
supported by the HTTP notification protocol to communicate IPP Notification contents to45
the ‘server’.  The ‘server’ only conveys information to the ‘client’ in the form of46
responses to the operations initiated by the ‘client’.  Typically, it will be IPP printers and47
Notification Delivery Services who will implement HTTP notification clients.48
Conversely, it will be entities with IPP clients (potential IPP notification subscribers),49
who will normally implement HTTP notification servers.  To avoid confusion with the50
overuse of the ‘client’ and ‘server’ terms, this document refers to an implementation of51
the HTTP notification client as an HTTP notification delivery method and an52
implementation of the HTTP notification server as an HTTP notification listener.53

54
HTTP notification requests will be issued as HTTP POST operations and their55
corresponding HTTP notification responses will be returned in the responses  those56
HTTP POST operations.  Hence, HTTP notification delivery methods will need to57
include an HTTP client stack while HTTP notification listeners will need to implement58
an HTTP server stack (see section 4 for more details).59

60

2.1 HTTP Notification Operations61

The job of an HTTP notification delivery method is to use the contents of an IPP62
Notification as defined in [ipp-ntfy] to compose and invoke the appropriate HTTP63
notification operation and submit it to the specified HTTP notification listener.64

65
The HTTP notification protocol makes extensive use of the operations model defined by66
IPP [rfc2566].  This includes, the use of a URI as the identifier for the target of each67
operation, the inclusion of a version number, operation-id, and request-id in each request,68
and the definition of attribute groups.  The HTTP notification protocol uses the Operation69
Attributes group, but currently has no need for the Unsupported Attributes, Printer Object70
Attributes, and Job-Object Attributes groups.  However, it defines a new attribute group,71
the Notification Report Attributes group.72

73
In its 1.0 version, the HTTP notification protocol is composed of a single operation, but74
may be extended in the future as needed (e.g., to find out specific capabilities of an HTTP75
notification listener).  The operation currently defined is Report-Ipp-Notifications.76

77
<ISSUE 1: Can we get away without describing the HTTP notification listener as a78
formal object?>79

80

2.1.1 Report-Ipp-Notifications81

This REQUIRED operation allows an HTTP notification delivery method to send one or82
more notification reports to an HTTP notification listener.  The operation has been83
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tailored to enable simple mapping of the data available in an IPP Notification onto a84
Report-Ipp-Notifications Request.85

86
Both ‘machine-consumable’ and ‘human-consumable’ notifications may be send to an87
HTTP notification listener through this operation.88

89
2.1.1.1 Report-Ipp-Notifications Request90

The following groups of attributes are part of the Report-Ipp-Notifications Request:91
92

Group 1: Operation Attributes93
Natural Language and Character Set:94

The “attributes-charset” and “attibutes-natural-language” attributes ads defined95
in [rfc 2566] section 3.1.4.1.96

97
Target:98

The URI of the HTTP notification listener.99
100

Group 2 to N: Notification Report Attributes101
102

<ISSUE 2: I see two options here, I’ll include both for discussion - HParra>103
<Option 1>104

105
“machine-consumable-report” (collection of IPP Notifications)106

The HTTP delivery method OPTIONALLY supplies this attribute.  The contents107
of an IPP Notification that lend themselves to be machine-consumable are108
defined as a collection.  This attribute is populated if the delivery method is109
capable of generating machine-consumable Notifications.110

111
“human-readable-report” (text)112

The HTTP delivery method OPTIONALLY supplies this attribute.  A text string113
generated by the IPP printer or Notification Delivery Service from the contents114
of the IPP Notification suitable for humans to consume.115

116
<End of Option 1>117

118
<Option 2>119

120
“Version-number” (integer (0:32767))121

Blah-blah-blah122
123

“status-code” (integer (0:32767))124
Blah-blah-blah125

126
“request-id” (integer (0:MAX))127

Blah-blah-blah128
129
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“attributes-charset” (charset)130
Blah-blah-blah131

132
“attributes-natural-language” (naturalLanguage)133

Blah-blah-blah134
135

“printer-uri” (uri)136
Blah-blah-blah137

138
“printer-name” (name(127))139

Blah-blah-blah140
141

“job-id” (integer(1:MAX))142
Blah-blah-blah143

144
“job-name” (name(MAX))145

Blah-blah-blah146
147

“trigger-event” (type2 keyword)148
Blah-blah-blah149

150
“trigger-time” (integer(MIN:MAX))151

Blah-blah-blah152
153

“trigger-date-time” (dateTime)154
Blah-blah-blah155

156
“subscription-id” (integer(1:MAX))157

Blah-blah-blah158
159

“subscriber-user-name” (name(MAX))160
Blah-blah-blah161

162
“subscriber-user-data” (octetString(63))163

Blah-blah-blah164
165

“job-state” (type1 enum)166
Blah-blah-blah167

168
“job-state-reasons” (1setOf type2 keyword)169

Blah-blah-blah170
171

“job-k-octets-processed” (integer(0:MAX))172
Blah-blah-blah173

174
“job-impressions-completed” (integer(0:MAX))175
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Blah-blah-blah176
177

“job-media-sheets-completed” (integer(0:MAX))178
Blah-blah-blah179

180
“job-collation-type” (type2 enum)181

Blah-blah-blah182
183

“sheet-completed-copy-number” (integer(-2:MAX))184
Blah-blah-blah185

186
“sheet-completed-document-number” (integer(-2:MAX))187

Blah-blah-blah188
189

“impressions-interpreted” (integer(-2:MAX))190
Blah-blah-blah191

192
“impressions-completed-current-copy” (integer(-2:MAX))193

Blah-blah-blah194
195

“printer-state” (type1 enum)196
Blah-blah-blah197

198
“printer-state-reasons” (1setOf type2 keyword)199

Blah-blah-blah200
201

“printer-is-accepting-jobs” (boolean)202
Blah-blah-blah203

204
“human-readable-report” (text)205

The HTTP delivery method OPTIONALLY supplies this attribute.  A text string206
generated by the IPP printer or Notification Delivery Service from the contents207
of the IPP Notification suitable for humans to consume.208

209
<End of Option 2>210

211
<ISSUE 3: Should the Operation Attributes “attributes-charset” and “attributes-natural-212
language” be removed as each Notification Report specifies its own?>213

214
2.1.1.2 Report-Ipp-Notifications Response215

The HTTP notification listener returns a status code for the entire operation and one for216
each Notification Report in the request if the operation’s status code is other than217
“success-ok”.  If the HTTP notification listener receives a Notification report that it can’t218
pair up with a subscription it know about, it can return an error status-code to indicate219
that evens associated with that subscription should no longer be sent to him220

221
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Group 1: Operation Attributes222
Natural Language and Character Set:223

The “attributes-charset” and “attibutes-natural-language” attributes ads defined224
in [rfc 2566] section 3.1.4.1.225

226
Group 2 to N: Notification Report Attributes227

“notification-report-status-code” (type2 enum)228
Indicates whether the HTTP notification listener was able to consume the nth229
Notification Report.230

231

2.2 HTTP Notification Protocol URI Scheme232

<ISSUE 4: Should the URI scheme for this protocol be “http://”, “ipp://”, or something233
else like “ipp-ntfy://”.  If we intent this proposal to go to the IESG, something along the234
lines of the third option might be our only alternative>235

236

3. Encoding of the Operation Layer237

The HTTP notification protocol uses the same operation layer encoding model and syntax238
as IPP [ipp-pro] with two extensions:239

240
a)  A new attribute tag is defined:241

242
notification-report-tag = %x07 ; tag of 7243

244
b)  The following status codes are defined245

246
0xYYYY - unknown-notification-recipient.247
0xZZZZ   - unable-to-delivery-notification-report248

249
The encoding for the Report-IPP-Notification Request consists of:250

251
-----------------------------------252
| version-number | 2 byte253
-----------------------------------254
| operation-id | 2 bytes255
-----------------------------------256
| request-id | 4 bytes257
-----------------------------------258
| operation-attributes-tag | 1 byte259
-----------------------------------260
| natural-language-attribute | u bytes261
-----------------------------------262
| charset-attribute | v bytes263
-----------------------------------264
| target-attribute | w bytes265
----------------------------------------------266
| notification-report-tag | 1 byte |267
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----------------------------------- | - 1 or more268
| notification-report-attr-list | x bytes |269
----------------------------------------------270
| end-of-attributes-tag | 1 byte271
-----------------------------------272

273
Where:274

275
version-number is made up of a major-version-number of %d1 and a minor-version-276
number of %d0 indicating the 1.0 version of the HTTP notification protocol.277

278
operation-id, in the 1.0 version of the protocol, can only be 0x00003, Report-IPP-279
Notification.280

281
request-id  is any 4 byte number provided by an HTTP notification delivery method and282
must be matched by the notification listener in the corresponding response to a request.  It283
assists the HTTP notification delivery method in associating the responses with their284
corresponding request.  Note that this request id is independent of the request id285
embedded in the notification report, which is opaque to the delivery method but assists286
the notification recipient order and identity missing or duplicate notification reports.287

288
operation-attribute tag, natural-language-attribute, charset-attribute, target-attribute,289
and end-of-attributes-tag have the same syntax and semantics as in [ipp-pro].290

291
notification-report-attr-list contains a list of the attributes that make up a single292
notification report (see section 2 above) encoded using the syntax specified in [ipp-pro].293

294
The encoding for the Report-IPP-Notification Response consists of:295

296
-----------------------------------297
| version-number | 2 byte298
-----------------------------------299
| status-code | 2 bytes300
-----------------------------------301
| request-id | 4 bytes302
----------------------------------- \303
| operation-attributes-tag | 1 byte |304
----------------------------------- |305
| natural-language-attribute | u bytes | Not needed in 1.0306
----------------------------------- > <ISSUE 5: Do we307
| charset-attribute | v bytes | want to keep it?>308
----------------------------------- |309
| target-attribute | w bytes |310
---------------------------------------------- /311
| notification-report-tag | 1 byte |312
----------------------------------- | - 1 or more313
| ntfy-status-code | 2 bytes |314
----------------------------------------------315
| end-of-attributes-tag | 1 byte316
-----------------------------------317

318
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4. Encoding of Transport Layer319

HTTP/1.1 [rfc2068] is the transport layer for this protocol.320
The operation layer has been designed with the assumption that the transport layer321
contains the following information:322

- the URI of the target job or printer operation.323

- the total length of the data in the operation layer, either as a single length or as a324
sequence of chunks each with a length.325

326
It is REQUIRED that an HTTP notification listener implementation support HTTP over327
the IANA assigned Well Known Port XXX (the HTTP notification protocol default port),328
though a listener implementation may support HTTP over some other port as well.329

330
<ISSUE 6: Does this protocol need a Well Known Port or, since the subscriber provides331
its delivery URL with each subscription, can we use dynamically allocated ports?>332

333
Each HTTP operation MUST use the POST method where the request-URI is the object334
target of the operation, and where the "Content-Type" of the message-body in each335
request and response MUST be "application/???". The message-body MUST contain the336
operation layer and MUST have the syntax described in section 3, "Encoding of337
Operation Layer”.  An HTTP notification delivery method implementation MUST adhere338
to the rules for a client described for HTTP1.1 [rfc2068].  An HTTP notification listener339
implementation MUST adhere the rules for an origin server described for HTTP1.1340
[rfc2068].341

342
An HTTP notification listener sends a response for each request that it receives.  If a343
notification listener detects an error, it MAY send a response before it has read the entire344
request.  If the HTTP layer of the listener completes processing the HTTP headers345
successfully, it MAY send an intermediate response, such as "100 Continue", with no IPP346
data before sending the IPP response.  An HTTP notification delivery method MUST347
expect such a variety of responses from an notification listener. For further information348
on HTTP/1.1, consult the HTTP documents [rfc2068].349

350
An HTTP server MUST support chunking for HTTP notification requests, and an HTTP351
notification delivery method MUST support chunking for HTTP notification responses352
according to HTTP/1.1[rfc2068].   Note: this rule causes a conflict with non-compliant353
implementations of HTTP/1.1 that don't support chunking for POST methods, and this354
rule may cause a conflict with non-compliant implementations of HTTP/1.1 that don't355
support chunking for CGI scripts356

357

5. Security Considerations358

Blah, blah, blah359
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